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FEATURE ARTICLE

Perma: Scoping and Addressing
the Problem of Link and Reference

Rot in Legal Citations

Abstract: It has become increasingly common for a reader to follow a URL cited in a

court opinion or a law review article, only to be met with an error message because

the resource has been moved from its original online address. This form of reference

rot, commonly referred to as ‘linkrot’, has arisen from the disconnect between the

transience of online materials and the permanence of legal citation, and will only

become more prevalent as scholarly materials move online. The present paper*,

written by Jonathan Zittrain, Kendra Albert and Lawrence Lessig, explores the

pervasiveness of linkrot in academic and legal citations, finding that more than 70% of

the URLs within the Harvard Law Review and other journals, and 50% of the URLs

within United States Supreme Court opinions, do not link to the originally cited

information. In light of these results, a solution is proposed for authors and editors of

new scholarship that involves libraries undertaking the distributed, long-term

preservation of link contents.

Keywords: legal citations; link rot; web archiving; websites

*This article was originally published in: 127 Harv. L. Rev.

F. 176 (2014) and the Editor of LIM wishes to express his

gratitude to the Harvard Law Review Forum for allowing

the article to be re-published in LIM.

INTRODUCTION

Works of scholarship have long cited primary sources or

academic works to provide sources for facts, to incorpor-

ate previous scholarship, and to bolster arguments. The

ideal citation connects an interested reader to what the

author references, making it easy to track down, verify,

and learn more from the indicated sources.

In principle, as cited sources move to the Web, this

linking should become easier. Rather than requiring a

reader to travel to a library to follow the sources cited

by an author, the reader should be able to retrieve the

cited material immediately with a single click.

But again, only in principle. The link, a URL, points to

a resource hosted by a third party. That resource will

only survive so as long as the third party preserves it.

And as websites evolve, not all third parties will have a

sufficient interest in preserving the links that provide

backwards compatibility to those who relied upon those

links. The author of the cited source may decide the

argument in the source was mistaken and take it down.

The website owner may decide to abandon one mode of

organizing material for another. Or the organization pro-

viding the source material may change its views and

“update” the original source to reflect its evolving views.

In each case, the citing paper is vulnerable to footnotes

that no longer support its claims. This vulnerability threa-

tens the integrity of the resulting scholarship.

This problem does not exist for printed sources, or at

least not in the same way. Print sources can be kept indefin-

itely by libraries or archives, assuming space and other

determinations allow. The ability to update those original

print sources is, for these purposes, happily difficult.

Tracking down every original copy of an edition of a

printed New York Times and changing a story on page A4 is

the stuff of Orwell’s imagination, not real-world practicality.

But to do the same thing with an online edition is trivial.

As newspapers, government agencies and other non-

academic sources move to primarily digital publication,

law review articles increasingly reference online materials,

sometimes in lieu of, or in addition to, a print source.1

When online material does not have a formal paper

counterpart such as a published book or journal article,

there are few repositories that keep copies of the linked

material from citations. Instead, linked material remains in

the custody of its single host, rather than being distribu-

ted among libraries or readers.
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Because of this, materials at links frequently (1)

become inaccessible or (2) change, a phenomenon

known as “link rot” and “reference rot,” respectively.

Link rot refers to the URL no longer serving up any

content at all. Reference rot, an even larger phenomenon,

happens when a link still works but the information

referenced by the citation is no longer present, or has

changed.2

Building on previous studies of link rot,3 we have

reviewed links published within three legal journals —
the Harvard Law Review (HLR), the Harvard Journal of Law
and Technology (JOLT) and the Harvard Human Rights
Journal (HRJ) — as well as the links contained across all

published United States Supreme Court opinions. We

exploited the unique citation style of law reviews and

court opinions, including the extensive cite-checking

process, which meant that in almost all cases, we were

able to determine whether the original information was

present. Thus, our study was able to validate previous

findings of link rot in law review and Supreme Court cita-

tions, as well as provide an estimate of how many said

citations were affected by reference rot.

We documented a serious problem of reference rot:

more than 70% of the URLs within the above mentioned

journals, and 50% of the URLs within U.S. Supreme

Court opinions suffer reference rot — meaning, again,

that they do not produce the information originally cited.

Given both of these problems, in this paper we

propose a solution for authors and editors of new schol-

arship that will secure the long-term integrity of cited

sources by involving libraries in a distributed, long-term

preservation of link contents.

Perma.cc, developed by the Harvard Library

Innovation Lab, is a caching solution to be used by

authors and journal editors in order to integrate the

preservation of cited material with the act of citation.

Upon direction from a paper author or editor, Perma will

retrieve and save the contents of a webpage, and return a

permanent link. When the work is published, the author

can include that permanent citation in addition to a cit-

ation to the original URL, or just the permanent link,

ensuring that even if the original is no longer available

because the site goes down or changes, the cache is pre-

served and available.

Other services have offered permanent citations

before.4 But those services themselves become vulner-

abilities within a citation system if their own long-term

viability is not assured. Perma mitigates this vulnerability

by distributing the Perma caches, architecture, and gov-

ernance structure to libraries across the world. Thus, so

long as any library or successor within the system sur-

vives, the links within the Perma architecture will remain.

PREVIOUS WORK

Much of the previous research on link rot was done in

the early 2000s as citation of online materials rapidly

increased. In 2002, Professor Mary Rumsey studied

citations in legal materials, and concluded that as the cit-

ation of URLs was increasing, so too was link rot.5 At the

time of her 2002 study she found a steady decrease in

working links, with 61% of links from articles published

in the previous year working, to only 30% working from

five years earlier.6

Other studies, including by Professor Wallace Koehler

from 2004, and by Professors John Markwell and David

Brooks from 2006, are consistent with Rumsey’s results,

but apply to other domains: general webpages and bio-

chemistry, respectively.7 More recent work, including that

of the Chesapeake Digital Preservation Group (CDPG)

and Raizel Liebler and June Liebert’s study of Supreme

Court citations, recently published in the Yale Journal of
Law and Technology, have concluded that link rot remains

a significant problem.8

The CDPG has taken another approach to the study

of link rot, while also taking important steps to preserve

online resources.9 The CDPG does not seek to evaluate

the link rot of a specific set of citations. Rather, since

2007, the CDPG has been caching documents that it

anticipates might be used as legal resources, specifically

for the purposes of studying link rot.10 Librarians asso-

ciated with the CDPG select resources that they believe

are worth collecting, and save a copy of those resources

on their servers.11 When conducting their link rot

research, the team then compares the pages currently

hosted at a URL with the cached copy.12

The CDPG’s work is the most conclusive of the

studies reviewed, due to its caching and comparison of

digital resources. In its 2013 report, the CDPG found

that 44% of the URLs from its original data set, including

content collected between 2007 and 2008, no longer

worked.13 The report does not mention whether a per-

centage of the links underwent reference rot — the

content changing but the URL still resolving correctly.

The CDPG also found that link rot in the sample was

increasing over time.14

It may be difficult, however, to generalize the

Chesapeake findings to more general legal citations, or to

scholarship more broadly. The material captured by

Chesapeake is specifically selected by archivists and librar-

ians based on continuing relevance to legal scholarship.

For example, Chesapeake’s preserved documents include

prepared pamphlets on government employee health

insurance, a Soros report on HIV transmission criminal-

ization, and a 1940 statement on principles of academic

freedom.15 The materials cited in legal scholarship, on

the other hand, may more typically reference popular

media sources or individual webpages. But independent

of the collection style, the CDPG’s finding that over 50%

of links to websites with government domains such as

.gov and .mil no longer work does not bode well for cita-

tions to U.S. government websites.16

The work that most closely resembles our model is

Liebler and Liebert’s recently published study, which found

that 29% of links cited in decisions of the Supreme Court

of the United States from 1996–2010 were “invalid.”17 As
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we will describe, our own tests of Supreme Court links

revealed a much higher percentage of reference rot —
50%. The discrepancy is tied to three factors.18

First, we count both link rot and reference rot, while

Liebler and Liebert count link rot only. Their method

recorded the frequency with which a link returned an

error page. We took the additional step of measuring ref-

erence rot, by manually examining apparently successful

links to determine whether they produced their original

sources.19

Second, time has elapsed since Liebler and Liebert

tested their links, and even a few months can result in an

increase in link rot.

And third, we included two more Supreme Court

terms in our data set (OT 2010 and OT 2011).

OURWORK

The threshold question of our work echoes Rumsey’s:
are online citations in law reviews serving their intended

purpose — to permit an interested reader to access the

material cited in the journal?

Our answer is the same, but more conclusive: No. Of

our spot-checked sample, only 29.9% of the HRJ links,
26.8% of the HLR links, and 34.2% of the JOLT links con-

tained the material cited due to link or reference rot. We

have no reason to expect that other journals are any

different.

The links we evaluated in this study are to the open

Web — that part of the Web that is accessible without

paywalls or other restriction. Therefore, we did not

check links to closed-access websites requiring pass-

words, such as references to well-known legal resources

such as LexisNexis or Westlaw. The citation practices of

the three journals we tested are consistent with this

research goal. At the time we tested the links, all three

journals cited hard-copy versions of sources, such as

cases published in reporters, and journal articles using

the Bluebook-approved method of citation by volume

number and printed pagination.20 These citations of

formal sources tend to omit URLs, anticipating that,

inconvenience aside, readers can access the source in its

printed version, or through an online resource, such as

LexisNexis or Westlaw.21 Therefore, the “available at”
URLs within these journals tend to link to public news

articles, government documents, or other works not sys-

tematically available in print. Some also link directly to

websites as proof of the matter asserted — for example,

citing to a corporate home page or history for informa-

tion about a corporation not available from a scholarly

source.22

Because our study involved a more extensive two-

step review (first validating the links, and then for valid

links, verifying the material cited is what was originally

intended), we were able to consider a more general

question about link rot: how comprehensive are HTTP

status codes for predicting whether a given webpage is

still working? Can such codes be used to successfully

evaluate whether a linked source has evaporated?

HTTP status codes are sent from the webpage’s
server to a browser that attempts to navigate to a page.

The most popularly known is 404, or “not found,”
but there are a number of others. For example, a 200

means that the server returned a page as expected, and a

503 indicates that the service is unavailable.23 Status

codes are easy to check in an automated fashion, so a

successful attempt at pairing error codes with content or

establishing a baseline understanding of error codes

versus link rot could assist in future studies.

HTTP Status HLR HRJ JOLT

200 (working) 350 303 348

OPEN 187 109 191

400 22 – –

404 308 253 291

403 65 – 122

All other codes All All All

We found that some error codes are better than

others. As expected, a complete lack of connection, or a

400 or 500 code (including 404, 503, etc.), is almost always

a sign of link rot (the only exception being if a webpage is

down temporarily). However, a 200 “all clear” signal does

not mean that a source is present. A 200 can accompany a

page displaying regrets, such as a custom 404-style page

deployed by a website that does not return a 404 status (a

soft 404).24 It can also be a redirect, such as when a

website has been overhauled since the citation and entire

sets of pages have been redirected to the homepage. Of

course, the page can also have changed in content but still

be served up — this being the hardest to detect of the

200 problems and the most difficult form of reference rot

to catch. Of the 353 “200 status” links within the Supreme

Court corpus that we viewed and coded, only 76% still led

to the cited material, indicating that reference rot inde-

pendent of link rot is a major problem.

DETAILED METHODOLOGYAND
DATA

Law Review Citations

On September 7, 2012, our team pulled all articles from

the Harvard Law Review, Harvard Journal of Law and
Technology and the Harvard Law School Human Rights
Journal, starting in 1999, 1996, and 1997, respectively, until

the summer of 2012. We isolated all of the footnotes, and

then eliminated all footnotes that did not contain hyper-

links. Each of the hyperlinks was thus tied to a specific

journal and footnote, and each hyperlink was counted only

once. We then ran an HTTP status check as a first step to
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determine if the links were no longer functional, returning

an error. If the domain for the URL no longer existed, the

status checker returned a specific error (“OPEN”), also
indicating that link was not functional.

After the HTTP status for all URLs had been coded,

we selected a sample to check by hand. We first deter-

mined the proper sample size for a 5% margin of error

for each HTTP status code. We then chose a random

sample that included enough of each type of error code

for each journal.

Each URL marked for spot-checking was loaded into

a browser, and a single research assistant checked the

page contents to see if it matched what the footnote pro-

mised. The research assistant coded the page as working

if the URL still returned the expected information, and as

not working if it did not. In most cases, the results were

very easy to determine, given the level of specificity of

the footnote and the contents of the site. However, it

was impossible to truly determine in some cases

whether the cited material was still present, in which

case we tended to mark the material as not available. We

did not make efforts to retrieve the information if it was

not immediately present— however, some slight parsing

mistakes that were introduced during the URL collection

process were fixed.

We also recorded some additional information about

the pages demonstrating reference rot by tagging them to

categorize the changes they revealed. For example, pages

that redirected to the home page of the domain were

noted with a “redirect” tag, whereas pages that had

clearly been archived (via a notice in the text of the

page) were noted with an “archive” tag. The tagging

process did not include all the possible variations of ref-

erence rot that could happen to linked pages, but it did

allow us to have a better understanding of what hap-

pened to those webpages over the course of time.

Overall, we found that link rot was a large problem

for all three journals studied. From the initial status code

check, only 65% of HLR links returned a working page

(indicated by a “200” code), along with 60% of HRJ links,
and 67% of JOLT links. Below are tables with the status

code results from the three journals.25

Tag HRJ JOLT HLR

200–OK 59.9% 65.2% 66.8%

404–Not Found 31.2% 26.1% 21.9%

OPEN–No Server
Response

6.4% 6.1% 7.0%

403–Forbidden 0.9% 1.3% 3.3%

400–Bad Request 0.5% 0.4% 0.2%

500–Internal Server
Error

0.5% 0.4% 0.3%

All Others 0.7% 0.5% 0.8%

Spot-checked data revealed that even pages with no

link rot had undergone reference rot. URLs that appeared

to be valid (returning a 200 status code to our status

checker) nonetheless frequently redirect to another page,

or were actually 404 pages that did not return the

correct status in the initial check. This is just link rot in

disguise. In other cases, the pages seemed fine, but did

not contain the materials that were originally cited, as in

the “Working (updated)” tag, indicating reference rot.

Only 29.9% of the HRJ links, 26.8% of the HLR links,

and 34.2% of the JOLT links in our sample contained the

material cited. Given that this sample included the ~60%

of 200 links, this was much lower than expected, and sig-

nificantly different from the numbers expected based on

the status codes. Below is the breakdown of the results

from the spot-check of pages that originally produced a

200 status code.

Tag HRJ JOLT HLR

200–Working 64% 66% 68%

200–Redirect 22% 15% 14%

200–Custom 404 7% 8% 11%

200–Working (updated) 0% 8% 6%

200–Blank Page 3% 1% 0%

200–Assorted Other 4% 2% 1%

Total 303 348 350

There was some variation in link rot/reference rot

rates by journal, although it is difficult to tell if this is

because of subject material or due to some other factor,

such as publication rates or citation checking. Of the

three journals, JOLT started using hyperlinks in footnotes

first. JOLT and HLR have similar numbers of total hyper-

links; however, JOLT publishes twice yearly,26 and HLR
publishes eight times per year27 — meaning that per

issue, JOLT’s number of links is much higher. HRJ only
publishes once per year.28 The linked materials do not

differ to significantly across subject fields, however, it may

be that technology websites or news sources of the type

cited by JOLT authors are more careful to preserve URLs

then the types of sources included in HLR or HRJ.
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Consistent with previous findings, we also found that

the number of links with either reference or link rot

increases with the age of the publication. The chart above

illustrates the percentage of broken links per year (note

that the 2012 data is incomplete):

Supreme Court Citations

SCOTUS Status Codes

Tag Count Percent

200 353 63.6%

OPEN 56 10.1%

404 136 24.5%

403 6 1.1%

Other 4 0.7%

Total 555

Breakdown of 200 Code URLs

Tag Count Percent

Cited Material 277 78.5%

Redirect 32 5.8%

Blank Page 3 0.5%

Custom 404 29 5.2%

Updated 5 0.9%

Other 7 1.3%

Total 353

On June 26, 2013, our team obtained a database of all

Supreme Court opinions from CourtListener.29 We then

found all of the URLs in that text, first by using a regular

expression search technique to identify all links, and

second, by checking the data by hand to eliminate dupli-

cates. This returned 555 hyperlinks, the first appearing in

Denver Area Educational Telecommunications Consortium,
Inc. v. FCC30 from 1996. We checked the HTTP status for

each citation, finding that 63.6% returned a 200.

Over the following two days, our research assistants

spot-checked all links returning a 200, a refinement based

on our earlier methodology, using the original footnotes

to determine the information that the Supreme Court

had intended to cite. Each link was coded by a single

research assistant.

Our finding is that 49.9% of the links cited in the

Supreme Court opinions no longer had the cited

material. So again, while many of the links were tech-

nically valid — they did, in fact, return webpages —
many either did not contain the information originally

cited or contained information that had changed

materially.

DISCUSSION

When devising a solution for link rot and reference rot,

it is important to keep in mind the different reasons why

a link may no longer resolve properly. Other sources

have documented many issues,31 but we will reiterate a

few that we found in our work.

First, websites are often reorganized, and such reor-

ganizations can impact scholarship significantly. This is

true even for websites of organizations that have a con-

siderable influence on the law or have considerable his-

torical significance. For example, the International

Criminal Tribune for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) origin-

ally kept its documents on a subpage of the United

Nations website.32 Many HRJ articles referenced these

documents, using those UN.org addresses. In 2001, the

ICTY moved to ICTY.org, and all of the individual docu-

ment links now redirect to the top-level ICTY home-

page.33 That change requires the reader to engage in a

complex search to find an original document again. Thus,

and perhaps ironically, it is easier to find documents

related to war crimes that predate the “information age”
than documents about war crimes that were first pub-

lished on the Web.34

Second, control of a website is sometimes handed

over to a different organization, again often creating

havoc for citations. For example, the overhaul of white-

house.gov now results in all press release links from the

early 2000s redirecting to the home page for the White

House press office.

Third, the organizations or companies originally

hosting the cited material sometimes go defunct, either

putting their domain names up for sale, or ceasing to run

servers. Or they go effectively defunct, if only for a short

period. The U.S. federal government, for example, was

partially shut down in late 2013, with thousands of for-

merly stable webpages at .gov destinations temporarily no

longer available. Or they simply render the cited link

useless. The URL ssnat.com, for example, was originally

cited in a 2011 Supreme Court case. Since 2011, the site

has become a commentary on the link itself: it now con-

tains only a message mentioning the Supreme Court

opinion and musing about the ephemerality of

information.35

Finally, and potentially most Orwellian, sometimes

website owners update the same page with new informa-

tion and do not indicate that the material has changed, or

do not include the date of the update. The White House,

for example, has been charged with modifying press

releases, but has not indicated that the documents were

changed.36 And the Corporation for Public Broadcasting

updates its website with new information about

the number of stations and affiliates it has. However,

because the update is not dated, it is not clear from the

page whether it has been updated since cited in FCC
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v. Fox Television Stations, Inc.37 in 2009, thus producing a

discrepancy between the fact on the website and the fact

as cited in the opinion. Commentators have previously

raised concerns about the mutability of web content,

noting that a blogger cited in a court opinion could edit

the content to completely change it, or even add differ-

ent facts or information.38 Even worse, sometimes the

change is immediate, as when the website cited is a data-

base, meaning that every time someone clicks on a link,

the results are live.

These findings, and previous research, establish a

compelling case that link rot and reference-rot in online

citations are significant and increasing problems. Any

solution to link and reference rot will have to address the

impermanence of the Web, the havoc caused by organiza-

tional change (including webpage reorganization), hand-

overs of domain names (and domain name sale), and

successful citation practices.

ADDRESSING LINK ROT: PERMA

Given the distributed nature of the Internet, both link

and reference rot is inevitable.39 Based on the studies

referenced above, and the additional work we have done,

it should be clear that both are serious problems for

scholarship.

Some researchers have suggested solutions for link

rot, specifically as applied to law reviews — following

other scholarly fields by adopting Digital Object

Identifiers (DOIs) in the citations of legal articles.40

DOIs solve a number of problems with URL citation

— they provide the same level of traceability and per-

sistence as a journal edition number or court citation

while working for a variety of formats. For items where

a DOI will work or already exists, including scholarly

works and research datasets, a DOI in a citation can be

very helpful.

DOIs have not gained traction within the legal

community, however. Not only are they not suggested

by The Bluebook, they are not even mentioned by that

citation resource at all.41 DOIs may be a promising

solution for law review articles as printed volumes

become less and less popular, leaving citation to pro-

prietary databases as the alternative. However, for

pages on the open web, a DOI system is impractical,

requiring a high level of buy-in from document publish-

ers such as webmasters, bloggers, and newspapers,

many of whom are likely to be indifferent to the pro-

blems of posterity.

Another suggested solution includes using the

Internet Archive to preserve pages of scholarly import-

ance. The Archive already repeatedly crawls as much of

the Web as it can, preserving whatever it can from what

it finds.42 This has some value for many links that are

broken, and methods, including existing browser plug-

ins, exist for redirecting users to older versions of

pages.43 A standard to include temporal information for

archived pages, like the one suggested by the team

behind Memento, could make this effort even more

effective.44

However, the Internet Archive only occasionally

trawls and stores any given corner of the internet,

meaning there is no guarantee that a given page would

be archived to reflect what an author or editor saw at

the moment of citation. Moreover, the Internet

Archive is only one organization, privately funded and

voluntarily supported, and there might be long-term

concerns around relying upon its continued existence.

A system of distributed, redundant ownership and

storage is an obviously a better long-term solution —
and indeed, the Internet Archive has shown itself

ready to partner on archiving ventures in addition to

its own efforts.45

Finally, some publishers and scholars have adopted an

archival/permalink approach similar to the one described

at the beginning of this paper. For example, WebCite,

a service run by Professor Gunther Eysenbach at the

University of Toronto, has been serving as a central

repository for caching documents for medical journals

and other sources for a number of years.46 WebCite par-

tially mitigates the issue of sporadic archiving since indivi-

duals can create WebCite links directly, or journals can

feed their archives through WebCite to save a version of

their pages.

But as with the Internet Archive, WebCite too is a

single source solution to a problem that could benefit

from redundancy. Despite its goal of permanence, the

project has threatened to stop accepting new URLs

unless it receives donations.47 Given the importance

of scholarly documents, the integrity of scholarship

requires more assurance that the archive will stay

open.

Additionally, although WebCite allows for individuals

to store pages, its intake method for journal links means

that there is no guarantee that that material it is caching

is the actual intended cited material. Reference rot could

have already occurred before caching, or the URL cited

could otherwise not return the expected material. For

example, larger and larger portions of the Web are per-

sonalized or display regional content. The lack of a

human element in ensuring the stored material is what

the author intended to cite is as much a problem for a

solution as it is for accurately measuring the extent of

reference rot.

In addition to WebCite, there is another project

already working in this space — Archive.is, which adver-

tises itself as a “personal Wayback Machine” and contains

a searchable archive of previously captured webpages.48

Archive.is does not seem to suffer from the same funding

problems as WebCite, but may suffer from a lack of insti-

tutional backing.49 And it again is a single source solution,

which is vulnerable to the changing mission of its found-

ing organization.
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PERMA

The solution we propose is a platform that will allow

authors and editors to automatically generate, store,

and reference — in a freely and publicly accessible

manner — archived data representing the relevant infor-

mation of a cited online resource. A freely accessible web

database of cited materials will not only allow for the

owners of websites to no longer worry about maintaining

cited links, it will create better references and more

easily verified scholarship.

Just as a reference in a law review article published in

the 1920s is still retrievable today — at least with the

help of a well-equipped library — websites and online

materials cited in today’s scholarship should exist for

verification indefinitely. And most importantly, Perma is

built with the support of a consortium of dozens of law

school libraries, as well as nonprofit entities such as the

Internet Archive and Digital Public Library of America, to

ensure that links to all cited materials will remain without

change and in perpetuity.

Perma uses the citation process itself as a solution to

link rot. As the author cites the material, the author can

provide a link to Perma, and the Perma server will save a

copy of the information relevant to the citation — at

that address at that particular time — thereby capturing

what the author determined was a source requiring the

citation. Perma will then return to the author a new link,

and a formal citation, which is designed to last as long as

the Perma system survives. That link can then be used in

the work, either in addition to the original citation, or

instead of the original citation.

When a reader then follows the new permanent link,

she will see a number of pieces of basic metadata, in add-

ition to the content presently available at the original

source. That metadata will include the time and date the

author made the original citation, along with the citing

author and publication.

For dynamic or personalized content, Perma can

retain a copy of the content that the author originally

experienced, at least to the extent it is relevant to pro-

viding a citable resource, and will not need to rely on

the original site to continue to serve content or mater-

ial. An author may also be able to upload a screenshot

of content he or she viewed, providing access to an

advertisement or other piece of content that would be

hard to replicate by accessing the dynamic page

independently.

Perma will be designed to run harmoniously with

paywalls and other business models and practices

common to the open Web. When you access a Perma

link, you will first be directed to the original page; the

Perma cache will only be accessed if the link no longer

serves the original content. If for some reason the ori-

ginal site’s content should not be displayed publicly,

Perma will respect that by only serving them up to users

through a manual reference process brokered by the

hosting library.50

Each institution using Perma will have an associated

library that vouches for the journal’s authenticity and

scholarly value. This design will help manage the

number of cached links, as well as demonstrate the

libraries’ commitment to preservation of scholarly

works and sources. The project may also expand to

other disciplines if additional libraries can support it.

Perma will also support the Memento protocol, allowing

it to integrate into existing efforts to allow recovery of

cached webpages.51

CONCLUSION

The rise of the Web has enabled the creation and

exchange of scholarly knowledge and the sources on

which it is based. It has also bypassed the libraries that

previously vouchsafed the long-term preservation of

those sources. Unless action is taken to archive this type

of information, future readers will be unable to obtain

the sources relied upon by the authors whose work

they read. The integrity of scholarship will suffer. The

distributed Perma system seeks to unite journals, librar-

ies, and authors to restore that integrity by ensuring

that those sources are appropriately preserved for

posterity.

APPENDIX 1: RELEVANT HTTP
STATUS CODES52

10.2.1 200 OK

The request has succeeded. The information returned

with the response is dependent on the method used in

the request, for example:

GET an entity corresponding to the requested resource

is sent in the response;

HEAD the entity-header fields corresponding to the

requested resource are sent in the response without any

message-body;

POST an entity describing or containing the result of the

action;

* * * * ** * * * *
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TRACE an entity containing the request message as

received by the end server.

10.4.1 400 Bad Request

The request could not be understood by the server due

to malformed syntax. The client SHOULD NOT repeat

the request without modifications.

10.4.2 401 Unauthorized

The request requires user authentication. The response

MUST include a WWW-Authenticate header field (section

14.47) containing a challenge applicable to the requested

resource. The client MAY repeat the request with a suit-

able Authorization header field (section 14.8). If the

request already included Authorization credentials, then

the 401 response indicates that authorization has been

refused for those credentials. If the 401 response contains

the same challenge as the prior response, and the user

agent has already attempted authentication at least once,

then the user SHOULD be presented the entity that was

given in the response, since that entity might include rele-

vant diagnostic information. HTTP access authentication is

explained in “HTTP Authentication: Basic and Digest

Access Authentication.”53

10.4.4 403 Forbidden

The server understood the request, but is refusing to

fulfill it. Authorization will not help and the request

SHOULD NOT be repeated. If the request method was

not HEAD and the server wishes to make public why

the request has not been fulfilled, it SHOULD describe

the reason for the refusal in the entity. If the server

does not wish to make this information available to the

client, the status code 404 (Not Found) can be used

instead.

10.4.5 404 Not Found

The server has not found anything matching the

Request-URI. No indication is given of whether the con-

dition is temporary or permanent. The 410 (Gone)

status code SHOULD be used if the server knows,

through some internally configurable mechanism, that

an old resource is permanently unavailable and has no

forwarding address. This status code is commonly used

when the server does not wish to reveal exactly why

the request has been refused, or when no other

response is applicable.

10.4.6 405 Method Not Allowed

The method specified in the Request-Line is not allowed

for the resource identified by the Request-URI. The

response MUST include an Allow header containing a list

of valid methods for the requested resource.

10.4.11 410 Gone

The requested resource is no longer available at the

server and no forwarding address is known. This condi-

tion is expected to be considered permanent. Clients

with link editing capabilities SHOULD delete references

to the Request-URI after user approval. If the server

does not know, or has no facility to determine, whether

or not the condition is permanent, the status code 404

(Not Found) SHOULD be used instead. This response is

cacheable unless indicated otherwise.

The 410 response is primarily intended to assist the

task of web maintenance by notifying the recipient that

the resource is intentionally unavailable and that the

server owners desire that remote links to that resource

be removed. Such an event is common for limited-time,

promotional services and for resources belonging to

individuals no longer working at the server’s site. It is

not necessary to mark all permanently unavailable

resources as “gone” or to keep the mark for any length

of time — that is left to the discretion of the server

owner.

10.4.17 416 Requested Range Not
Satisfiable

A server SHOULD return a response with this status

code if a request included a Range request-header field

(section 14.35), and none of the range-specifier values in

this field overlap the current extent of the selected

resource, and the request did not include an If-Range

request-header field. (For byte-ranges, this means that

the first-byte-pos of all of the byte-range-spec values

were greater than the current length of the selected

resource.)

When this status code is returned for a byte-range

request, the response SHOULD include a Content-

Range entity-header field specifying the current length

of the selected resource (see section 14.16). This

response MUST NOT use the multipart/byteranges

content-type.

10.5.1 500 Internal Server Error

The server encountered an unexpected condition which

prevented it from fulfilling the request.

10.5.3 502 Bad Gateway

The server, while acting as a gateway or proxy, received

an invalid response from the upstream server it accessed

in attempting to fulfill the request.
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APPENDIX 2: BREAKDOWN OF HTTP
STATUS CODES BY JOURNAL

HRJ

Code Frequency Percentage Cumulative

200 1,412 59.88 59.88

404 736 31.21 91.09

OPEN 150 6.36 97.46

403 21 0.89 98.35

400 11 0.47 98.81

500 11 0.47 99.28

302 4 0.17 99.45

502 3 0.13 99.58

UNKNOWN 3 0.13 99.7

303 2 0.08 99.79

401 2 0.08 99.87

410 2 0.08 99.96

415 1 0.04 100

Total 2,358 100

HLR

Code Frequency Percentage Cumulative

200 3,855 65.22 65.22

404 1,543 26.1 91.32

OPEN 362 6.12 97.45

403 78 1.32 98.77

400 23 0.39 99.15

500 23 0.39 99.54

302 10 0.17 99.71

UNKNOWN 6 0.1 99.81

410 5 0.08 99.9

301 2 0.03 99.93

401 2 0.03 99.97

300 1 0.02 99.98

503 1 0.02 100

Total 5,911 100

JOLT

Code Frequency Percentage Cumulative

200 3,627 66.82 66.82

404 1,190 21.92 88.74

OPEN 377 6.95 95.69

403 177 3.26 98.95

500 15 0.28 99.23

400 8 0.15 99.37

302 5 0.09 99.47

410 5 0.09 99.56

503 5 0.09 99.65

401 4 0.07 99.72

UNKNOWN 4 0.07 99.8

300 3 0.06 99.85

400 8 0.15 99.37

301 3 0.06 99.91

415 2 0.04 99.94

303 1 0.02 99.96

416 1 0.02 99.98

502 1 0.02 100

Total 5,428 100

APPENDIX 3: BREAKDOWN OF 200
STATUS CODE TAGS BY JOURNAL

HRJ

Tag Frequency Percentage

200–Working 195 64.36

200–Redirect 67 22.11

200–Custom 404 22 7.26

200–Blank Page 8 2.64

200–Domain for Sale 4 1.32

200–Assorted Error 3 0.99

200–Archived 2 0.66

200–Paywall 2 0.66

Total 303
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HLR

Tag Frequency Percentage

200–Working 237 67.71

200–Redirect 49 14.00

200–Custom 404 39 11.14

200–Working (updated) 22 6.29

200–Domain for Sale 2 0.57

200–Unclear 1 0.29

200–Paywall 1 0.29

Total 350

JOLT

Tag Frequency Percentage

200–Working 228 65.52

200–Redirect 53 15.23

200–Custom 404 28 8.05

200–Working (updated) 27 7.76

200–Blank Page 4 1.15

200–Domain for Sale 2 0.57

200–DNS Lookup
Failed

2 0.57

200–Archived 1 0.29

200–500 Error 1 0.29

200–Forbidden 1 0.29

200–Paywall 1 0.29

Total 348
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